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Phoenix FearCON Independent Horror Film Festival is a community driven event focused on the
independent horror film maker, and the obstacles they face trying to get their film projects noticed. In
addition, we aim to make our events interactive, so that there are not just film screenings. We invite
local performers and local celebrities for performances and meet/greets with their fans. Our volunteer
staff work tirelessly and without compensation to make sure the FearCON is the best event visited by
our
Phoenix FearCON was founded in 2006 by Chris and Jim McLennan.
our guests
guestsand
andfilm
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makers.
our guests and film makers.

Cinema is a bridge that connects us all. The committee members and our volunteers have a passion and
energy dedicated to this event. Although the festival is still young, it is supported by its members with
unlimited potential, and we hope to continue this event into the future.
Phoenix FearCON provides a significant opportunity for audiences to come and see what independent
Horror is all about from different perspectives and reflect.
Phoenix FearCON Film Festival welcomes new ideas and would love to work with any organization
that shares interest in the arts and entertainment industry. We have a wide range of unique sponsorship
opportunities for businesses and partners who want to be involved in our event, allowing companies to
identify with the film industry and driving their brands among an influential consumer audience.
Sponsorship benefits include brand awareness in a diverse and economically viable market; exclusivity
within industry segment; impressions through local, regional, and national advertising schedule
inclusion; visibility of your brand and logo placement in all collateral materials produced for the event
and on-site, and the ability to meet and interact with our audience and visiting artists, and make lasting
impressions by supporting independent filmmakers and the fans who love them.
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